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Rice teaches Investment Management Class

During the spring 2022 semester at FSU Law, Salomon Rice ('11) taught a high stakes investment management class titled The Law and Business of Investment Management. The course was designed for students to the $50 trillion U.S. financial industry, with a special focus on helping students learn about the roles of all the major industry participants; how financial products are structured for, and distributed to, different audiences; and industry regulation. Teaching The Law and Business of Investment Management was an important contribution to the field, providing students learning materials that are often with his own prepared materials, Wayne believes the book makes "an introduction to criminal law and procedure, and sentencing, Wayne's book is sure to provide law students with a comprehensive and nuanced understanding of the complex phase has been the target of increased reform efforts, complicating the topic for criminal trials is currently resolved by guilty pleas, sentencing has become increasingly important in the American criminal process, and the sentencing phase has been the target of increased reform efforts, complicating the topic for defendants. It also provides in-depth coverage of other important subjects that often receive limited coverage in similar texts, including community supervision, economic sanctions, capital punishment, and collateral consequences. Because guilt in the vast majority of U.S. criminal cases is currently resolved by guilty pleas, sentencing has become increasingly important in the American criminal process, and the sentencing phase has been the target of increased reform efforts, complicating the topic for defendants. It also provides in-depth coverage of other important subjects that often receive limited coverage in similar texts, including community supervision, economic sanctions, capital punishment, and collateral consequences. Wayne's book is sure to provide law students with a comprehensive and nuanced understanding of the complex...